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.State University of New York at Buffalo Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence September 9, 1976 
SUS lobbying pays off 
State· restores tuition awards New dean projects chang~s; 
by Connie Farley SUNYAB director of financial aid, 
said that it will be up to the Sees role as .catalyst, persuader 
Law students who Would have University Financi al Aid . , 
been eligible for full-tuition Committee to . decide how to , by Bob Anderson me mbers parti c ip a ting · in 
awards under, the old State distribute the money but that he cooperative actions which provide 
-University Scholarship (SUS) favors giving it out on a Mor e inter -disciplinary strong interdisciplinary linkages, " 
program will • probably get a I percentage basis to everyone who contacts between the law school · in c I u ding those a t th e 
minimum $1 ,450 of their $2,000 meets the basic criteria for the old and other SUNY at Buffa lo- - ~ -•, undergraduate level, he sa1d. 
tuition bill paicl under the State SUS · state residency and a colleges, a better library and "You literally have people 
UnjverSity Supplemental Tu ition $·2,000 or lower net income. development of stude'nt life are walking out after four years of 
Award (SUSTA) program that is He stressed that the $1,450 three goals se t by Thomas E. undergraduate school with ,no 
replacing it figu re is tentative and represents Headrick, the new dean of the sense at all of the legal system and 
Restoration of the tuition aid , . what SUNYAB accountants figure Law School. the legal process and I th ink a law 
cut from lhe state budget last will be avail able for each person if Th e 43 -yea r-o ld fo rmer ·school in a large university has a 
. spring , won el e venth -hour the same number of students are v iCe-presid-en t of Lawrence responsibility to provide some 
approval from the'state legislatur_e - eligible this year as last year, ani University in Wisconsin and from Oxford, an L.L.B. from Yale education in - law and legal 
in July, Financial aid officers if the committee decides to former assist ant dean al Stanford and a Ph.D. in political science processes for the undergraduate 
·attribute the restoration of fund s, allocate it on a percentage basis. begin his duties September 1. from Stanfo rd . He has been a population.'' Headrick sa id. 
earmarked exclusively for law "Personally, I would lean Out going Dean Richard D. manag·eme nt consultant in Headrick views the law school's 
students, to lobbyirig efforts by toward some sort of p~ercentage Schwartz will continu~ as a London, practiced law in areas of primary task -as educaling rather 
students from the State University allocation (rather than cutting ciiJt professor at the law school and in international busineSs, anti-trust than 111erely training, "because we 
of New York at Buffalo Law some students entirely)." Stillwell the SUNY at Buffa lo Sociology and property tax litiga tion and are not just a trade school 
School. Scholarship aid was no t said, 11 but the fin al decision does Department. se rved as a law clerk for a State of teaching people to- do some 
n!stored for medical or dental n0t rest ,with our office - it 's a The law school's potential and Washington Sup~eme Court Judge. mechanical kinds of sk ills." 
'students, although pharmacy , decision to be made by the the quality of students and Str ess ing his interest in People with legal training have 
graduate , s tudents received_ IS UNY AB I finan c ial , a id faculty are· what attrac ted br oa dening .. th e lawye r ' s tradition;;illy filled many roles in 
$15,000. , committee." ifhe committee, Headrick to Buffalo, _he told vocational content, Headrick said American society , the dean noted, 
In making the $1450 estimate, chaired by Anthony Lorenzelli , Opinion rf cently. "I have known he would like 'the law school to not only in the professional bar, 
financial aid officials notedlast as sociate vice -president for people on the Buffalo faculty and ( work · more ac lively 1oward bu1 in education, business and the 
weJk that the $237,000 approved stud-ent affa irs, will meet known about Buffa/9 for interdisciplinary contac ts. " It has arts. " I think a legal education 
for SUSTA is about $25,000 less sometime this week, a·ccording to probably ten year_s," he said. " I to provide some _p,odels fo r · provided these people with Some 
than what was spent last year on Stillwell. SBA President Barry have watched ·the school and its students in the form of faculty - con t 'd, 011poge8 
SUS for law students and that a. Fertel sa id Friday that he was 
~evelopment and I think that -its 
$400 tuition increase puts a optimistic after a September 3 aspirations fit with my conception 
further strain on available award mee ting with Stillwell and of what a first-rat~ law school or 
money . Jose ph Stillwel l, - _cont 'd. on pagl'B law center should be." As· New F-1 1 1 d
' ' York's only state-supported law eming eaves; Successor p anne
,Law Review names editors school, SUNY at Buffalo has a 
"unique" role in the state 's An in-house appointment wi ll reached fo r comment on his 
scheme of higher education, probably be made to replace departure, bu1 his wi fe , Jeanne, 
Headrick added. Associ'a tc q ean Roben Fleming, told Opinion "recently that she and 
The new dean had been vice who resigned August 3·1 to her husband would be sorry to 
president of acaderTlic affairs at become dean of 1he new Pace leave Buffalo. "These are our 
Lawrence for four years priOr to University Law School in · White home roo ts," she sa id, "and he's 
comJng to_ Buffalo. F. rom Plains. , I always had strong feelings for this 
1967-70, he was assistant dean at Tt,omas E. Headrick, new dean law school - but a new place will 
Stanford Law School, where he of the law school sa id Friday he be an exciting change. " \ 
supervised a law and computer would prefer to replace Fleming Flemjng is a graduate of the 
program, collaborated in design o r with someone familiar with the Unive/sity of Buffalo Law School 
major curriculum decisi6ns, law school and that he has been and holds a degree in mechanical 
coordinated building design and " talking with faculty" about engineering from the University of 
The BuffalQ Law Review has Piccione, James R. Piggush, David taught an undergraduate seminar p qss ibl e ca ndid at es. Th e Minnesota. Following a stint as a 
chosen 29 W. Reitz, Dayid J. Saleh, Carol M. on urban riots and the legal appointment will be made around teaching follow at Harvard, associate editors from. 
the cur-rent second-year class. The Schwab, Pliilip John Szabla, system. the end of September, Headrick Fleming was in private practice in 
acceptees, shown above, were Barbara Traub, Jeffrey Wandel, He holds a B.A. from Franklin sa id . · Buffalo from 1961 - 1964 before 
am.ong 100 students who George M. Williams, Jr. and Marshall College, D. Litt. Dean Fleming could not be becoming associate de?,n. 
participated in a writing Reduced staff, increased publications, ..competition last spring. First year 
grades • were weighted about 
equally with points earned • on a 
case note written in competition Newhouse checks in as acting library director 
'and evaluated by Case and 
Comment Editors Dennis McCoy, 
associate spot within a few days, a librarian is hired uhas been left for Wenger temporarily, theChris Carty, Rebecca Dick, by Jan Barber 
Dean Thomas Headriok told open," Headrick said. Newhouse library will again be shorMtaffedMartin Pe'rschetz and lryin 
Law library usero thif fall will Op(nlon Friday. for now will continue his teaching tt,is year as Gov. Hugh Cary'sMermelstein. ' 
' The new associate editors are: discover some staff changes and Fornier law librarian Larry schedule with some modifications statewide freeze on State 
Wenger left September 1 to while overseeing the library, University hiring continues. 
· ~ D~vid Ascher, Russell N. Brown, the return of the federal and 
Thomas C. Carey, Philip Clarkson, regional reporters, Shepard's and become law librarian of the Headrick said. Newhouse teaches Among those publications 
John Costello, Joel A. Eisen-Stein, some other basic legal tools, University of Virginia. · Constitutional Law and Schools which have been· reordered since 
Headrick estimated thal it will Law. , . the start of the new fiscal year inLouis s. Faber, Robert B. Foremost among the staff 
Fleming, Jr. , Kenneth L. Gartner, changes is the appointmeni of be six to seven months before the The staffing and acquisitions May are the federal and regional 
Steven Gerber, Joseph C. Prof. Wade Newhouse of the Law 'school has a chief librarian again . picture Newhouse faces this fall in reporters, all official state reports, 
·Grasmick, Jeffrey A. Human, Faculty as Associate Dean to A search committee will be tha.. library Is mixed. While some state ·and federal codes and 
Harris E. Kershnar, Allen Klein, oversee the library until the formed soon, · he said, with of the publications which were regulations, Shepard's cltators for 
Richard . Langsam, Ell~beth appointment of a permanent head members from the la~ faculty -and discontinued last year when federal, regional and New York 
Mensch Mark J. Moretti, James librarian. ·Newhouse, who has the library system. library funds ran low are being materials, most looseleaf service 
Muckle:We, Sandra S. O'Loualliln, already assumed his new duties, Whether Newhouse will restored this fall, not all are. And subscriptions and the bulk of the 
John · I. Q_'Nelll, Anthony will be formally •~poin~d to the continue as an associate dean after even with Newhouse', filling-in ' - cont'd. on"""' 8 
,
' 
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Page two 
Editor/al: 
Philosophy., polemics• and· a pitch 
Thi s is a space reserved for_phi losophical musings or for polemics as the 
editors prefer. In this first issue of Opinion for the 1976-77 school year, we 
are refraining from both . Philosophy and polemics are to some extent both 
products of leisure a nd there has been little of that in the Opinion offices iri 
recent weeks. · 
It is, instead , your ideas, concerns, interesls an'd opinions we are most 
anxious to express in these pages. It is easier now to tell you .what we know 
Opinion will not be than what it will be. 
It will not reflec t the political o r soc ia l views of any staff members to 
the exclusion or derogation of opposing view~.. We welcome any 
contributions to the news, features or editorial pages, especially letters to the 
editors telling us wha t we're doing wrong (or right). 
Opinion will not be a public relations sheet for any organization sheet 
or individual. We pl an to report object ive ly and critiql ly on what's going on 
at the law sch ool and in the lega l comrjlunity. Opinion will not be boring. We 
kn·ow there are people here a nd thi ngs goi ng on around a ll of us that are 
worth writing and reading about. 
It wi ll no t be isolated . We feel the newspaper, like the law school itself, 
has rea l potential as a springboard for ideas in the legal community. The 
paper is m a iled out to a lu'tn ni , judges and regional attorneys. What law 
stuaents, faculty and staff h ave to say and how effec tive ly we say it, is 
sig~ificant to them , 
Now for the pitch . 
We're not on ly interested in your abstrac t ideas, conce rns , interes ts and 
opinions ; we're intt res ted in your written expression, your news tips, your 
typing abilities, your willingness to work a t the printers ' and your ideas for 
stories. Some of you have a lready joined the staff and others have agreed to 
contribute occasional ly. To make sure Opinion is none of the things. we've 
just pr.omi sed it wou ldn 't be, we need more of you to become part of us. 
Then , perhaps , we' ll have tim e for more opinions. 
The President's corner 
SBA's -aim is 'to make l~w school tolerable' 
obstacles which will be encountered in our 
endeavor to a~hicve these goals. 
· It is hard to believe, but every student 
Let me introduce myse lf, I am the 
president of the Student Bar Association, 
affectionately . called the "SBA" by those 
who have learned to know and love the 
organization. Basically, the purpose of this 
first article of the school year is to provide 
an introduction to the structure of the 
SBA, its functions, any recent 
accomplishments (which are usually few 
and far between) , our future goals,~,md the 
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in the law school is a bonafido member of· 
the SBA; that's the least we can do 
considering the fact that each student mi.Jsl 
cough up $30 a year in activities fees 
(those students who arc in dire financia l 
straits may apply to the SBA for a fee 
waiver). Of course, most students don't 
'cate how their mo~cy is being spent, or at 
leas t they do not wish to express their 
views on the matter. 
In any event, the SBA is faced with 
the task of a ll ocating approximately 
$22, 000 a mong vario us s tu·dcnt 
orga nizations and activities. TO perform 
this difficult .task, we have a pres ident 
(that's me), a 1st vice-president (Cliff 
Solomon), a second vice-president (Sally 
Krallman) , a treasurer (Paul Lukin), and 
last, but not' least, a secretary (Bob 
Citronberg) . There arc also 18 SBA 
~ircctors, six from each class; the six first 
year directors will hopefully be elected 
sometime in October. We also . have an 
office which is located opposite lecture hall 
11 2 (the "purple" room) in room 11 ;I. 
The primary function of the SBA, at 
ICasl as I perceive it, is to create an 
-BALSA 
Welcomes Students 
• I • 
· Greetings. I would like to extend a 
warm welcome to all .minority students, 
especially the black freshmen. 
We of BALSA are here to assist you in 
these coming weeks . . . months ... years 
of law school confusion. We are willing to 
aid you· in the formulation of study 
groups,... wi ll giv,c adv ice a~ to courses .and 
professors, and to generally help you 
adjust to the new .. social and educational 
surroundings. . 
atmosphere at the law school which is as 
· to lerable. fo r its students as is humanly 
possible. Thercfortl-, if any student fee ls he 
is being mistreated by a professor, the 
,administration, or anyone else, he should 
inform the SBA, and we will do our utmost 
to sec that any such hassles are eliminated. 
To ~•Ip reduce tension, the SBA funds two 
big parties with plenty of booze and music 
during the school year. • 
The SBA.also pays an athletic fee each 
ye'ar which entitles all law studerits to use 
all university' athletic fac ili iies freC of 
charge. In addition , there are usually 
intramural activ it ies, and . there may even 
be . a few faculty•student games, provided 
the f~culty can come up with a decent 
team.. _ / . 
. Since I have been in office, the SBA 
has made a sincere effort the represent law 
students outside the boundaries of the law 
school. For example, we financed a 
successful lobbying. effort in Albany last 
se.mester -which led to the restoration of 
the State' University Scholarship for law 
students of limi ted income (at the time of 
this writing, full details as to how the funds 
~ ill b~ distributed among the stuitcnts is 
unavailable) . As for representing law 
students within the university, I have been 
regularly attending meetings with the 
leaders of the other student organizations 
in the university. · : 
In additio~•- I have had to, on more 
than one occas10n , act as a spokesman for 
the majority of law students w hen the 
faculty and/or admi~istration in [he law 
schoo_l has attempted to act against the 
best interesrs ~~ the .student bocfy . For 
example, a petition drrve was laun.ched to 
head off a move by several , faculty 
nd
members to txte ~e fall setneSler intoth ?nthe m_ ~f January· We suc~ded in 
Ste!)lmrng th'.s attempt, and although it 
,. !IIOY seem trrte to. most s~udents, 11 was 
only the firs\ step rn changrng the atfltude 
rd th 
·of th e f~culty towa s e students.. 
Thrs setJlester marks the rnceptron of a 
pilot program in co~iu,nction wi!h the Ede 
County Bar Asso~ratron whereby 'senror 
law SIUden~ will · be · p~mltted to-
th 
, pvtlc;i~te m lhe dellberatrons of e 
various com"."ittees of- the orpnized bar in 
· Erle County as full-fled11d members. This 
pro.-am will provide an excellent 
opportunity for ienklrs to becom~ 
It is our hope that you will take active 
p articipation in the programs and 
functions of our organization. We will be 
meeting once every week on a day that 
wi ll be ,arranged. All are not only welcome, 
but wholehear tedly encouraged io attend . 
Sincerely yours, 
Mork G. Pearce 
Chairperson, SUNY/Buffo/o Chapter 
Block American Low Students 'Association 
rarity at • thi~ law school , and it is hoped 
that students will also be given the chance 
to , become involved in areas of the law 
which are of part icular interest to them . 
(Detail~ of this proposa l will be· posted on 
the second floor bulletin board outside the 
library.) 
The .SBA 's goa ls for the coming 
yea r are really quite simple .' We are 
extre me ly desirous of increasing 
faculty-student inte\;acl ion; .in the \,ast,, 
most faculty members have taken no 
affi rmative steps to familiarize ,themselves 
with their students outside the classroom. 
We also wish to improve the lines of 
communication within the law school, for 
most students are totally unaware of what 
is ocurring abouEhem. ·1n this regard, the 
SBA appoints the student members of the 
foll6wi ng facu lty committees: the Budget 
Program and Review Committee, the 
Ad missions Committee, the faculty 
Appointment5 Committee, the Academic 
Program and Policy Committe'e, the 
Library Committee, the Minority Student 
Committee, and any ad-hoc •committees 
which may be established over the course 
of the academic year. in addition, four 
· students are appointed as student 
representatives to the monthly faculty 
meetings . Stude.nts interested- ir 
participating on any of the SBA 
committees should attend a nleetini 
September 10, at 1 :30 in Ropm 106. 
It is also important that the SB.A 
should try to develop an atmosphert 
wherein law students will become 
politically active. J have learned this past 
summer., as a clerk in a Jaiv firm, how 
valua~le a tool a legal education can be. 
Students should not waste their years in 
law school by simply sitting in class they 
shQuld take advantase of the skills' they 
acquire so that positive 'change may be 
effectuated. One can not obtain a true 
picture of what It is like to practice law in 
the real world simply simply by attending 
his or her classes. 
All in all, I sincerely hope that the 
Incoming students will become involved in ~ law school's affairs. ' Anyone who 
wrshes t~ participate in the SBA is 
encouraged to stop by the SBA office to 
air his or lier views. ' 
I welcome YOU, and wish you the bHt 
of luck; you11 need it to 411rvlve In this 
surreal world known as "law school," 
' 
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Book Review 
La!flenting the vict~m 
The Book of Daniel, E.L. Doctor'ow ' 
As a boy, I saw a terrifying exhibit at Doctorow ,· transforms this story bt 
~e _American Museum (?f Natural History suffering Without guilt -into more than a 
m New York City. The exh16it showed a truism by breathing life into his characters. 
half dozen sharks Of various kinds The lsaacsons are not idealized martyrs. 
including a hammerhead, chasing a se~ Daniel describes his father as Hskinny, 
1.urt!e. The sharks were only a few feet nervous, selfish, full of radical passion." 
behind the turtle, ~ho was plainly Rochelle Isaacson is mOfe attractive, but 
doomed. E.L. Doctorow's novel The Book· - ·she ~- . basically a dedicated Bronx 
of Daniel reminded me o( thisnightmarish homemaker who happens to_belong to the 
, exh1b1t because Doctorow's focus is on Communist Party. 
the victim. _ T,he fi[st meeting of Daniel's parents is 
· Daniel- is based upon the Rosenberg tenderly described: 
espionage case of the early 1950's. Since · "The tr<,>lley cars wind up the hill, buzzing 
°!?Ctorow has changed the historical facts, and whining; the wind blows the overhead 
he see_m~ to ~ engaged in myth)Jlaking - wires. The lights in the ,streetcar fllcker . .He 
the creation of a story with a moral. shifn- his books and paper bag from one 
The story of. Paul and Rochelle arm to another. She smiles at him, her 
ls~cson, conv!cted at_omic spies, is tol~ by hand barely reaclfing the leather strap. She 
their son, Daniel Lewin, a twenty.five year fell for him at a Loyalist Rally on Convent 
old doctoral candidate. Daniel was- nine Avenue ..." -
- years old when F.B.1. agents arrested his But their deaths are not so prettily 
parents, and fourteen years old when his described: · 
parents were electrocuted at SingSing. "Smoke rose from my father's h·ead. A 
~ Daniel's story, of his parents is a failed hideous smell compounaed of burning 
attempt to learn the truth - were the" flesh, excrement and urine filled the death · 
lsaacson's really spies?lt is clear, however, chamber. Most of the.witnesses had turned 
that, the lsaacso~· were not fairly away. A pool of urine collected on the 
conv~cted of any crime. The gove;nment cement floor under the chair. 11 
punisl"ftcf them because they wt!re In a thermonuclear age, ihe victim is the 
unreconstructed Colnmunists who refused modern Everymen. Doniel is a ·fitting 
to acknowledge !he righteousness of the tribute to all victims. 
American system. The lack of a connection 
between the ~Cts of the lsaacsons and their 
punishment makes them the victims. b X Bob Goldberg 
Tue·Wide World~of Torts 
. 
~y John Simson comparefl to the kind of destruction that 
r could easi ly be inflicted by a battery of 
With the Olympics close behlD.d us, ypung lawyers. It is p·ossible that all of 
"; significant atii tudinal and behavioral international amateur athletics could be 
changes can be seen amidst the American eradicated by ' 1980. Why leave this 
populace . For many wh1ose daily _exercise wondrous occasion purely to the fortuity 
.Prior to the lighting of the Olympic fl ame of political depravily or East German 
consisted of little more than pushifl~ do~n . hormone injections? 
on the accelerator or brake, an incredible Lawyers " and law studenLS could 
changC has -taken place. Stores have participtle in speGja li zed Olympic, events._ 
reported marked increases in sneakers, Speed Shepardizin& is , one example. Or 
running clothes, disci i1 vaulting poles and how about Cross - Country Client · 
ihe-like; and cars can bare ly pass through Counseling. In - this event, a lawyer must 
streets fill ed with joggers, cyclists, walkers, cover a distance of 26.3 miles within a time 
law students and other Olympic flam es! period of six hours. The attorney is 
People in droves can be seen practiciog supposed to walk, run or ·skip, however 
their .. Viren Vinale," .. Dwight Stone undetected chcatingJuse of an automobile, 
plare" or Brandies Brief. lhe United States or other mode of transportation) is alloWed 
Census Department issued a statement and encourage. A lawyer must stop at as 
- admitting that for the first time since many houses along the way as possible, 
1920; cyclists and joggers putnumber gaihing clients an<I. influencing people. A 
smokers and convicted felons. score at the close of the six-hour period 
What relevance, you may ask, does this · will be based upon : 
have to Law School, to•the pursuit of 1. How quickly the course wfs 
Justice? . completed; 
ltJs in fact obvious to all, if ~ many, 2. How many clients were intervieWed; 
that there are Olympic Champions among 3. How much money up front . was 
us. Who but a law student carrying 21 collected. 
Pacific Reporters in search of the Lost Le av in & the thought of 
Case, could excel in such events as the · lawyer-influenced Olympic events, I would 
"Clean and Jeri<." One professor who like to salute those courageous athletes (') 
refused to discolse his or her name -stated who- participate in the Luge (pronounced 
that "if study groups of four co~ld be LOOJ). The Luge, for those of you not 
forced into Bobsled Teams, my course athletically motivated, is an event which 
would be greaciy enriched." This statement ta11es the..utmost in skil l and coordination. 
is undoubtedly true since most students, .The Luger must car£fully put on tl!_e crash 
now registered for t~is course are generally helmet: this can be a. very delicate · 
not in attendance, Or asleep. (It is rumored operation since improper pl acement can 
that the bookstore stocks No-Doz as a result In the loss of·an ear. The Lu~er must 
required text in this course. This then str~p himself, feet first, into a small 
requirement would at least assure the sled. This can also "'"be very dangerou s, ' 
administration that students were getting particularly if the Luger gets carel~ss and 
some form of exercise while' reading the straps himself in head first. The Luger, his 
Hornbook.) _ care and coordination now tested, · 
Wt should not- be contented with our plummets down an icy course at speeds of 
Olympic accomplishments: law students 90 mph and greater. Why, the Lug~ takes , 
can change the Olympics in a-much more almost as much skill as perhaps crossing the 
dramatic way. Avery Brundage and Lord street aplnst traffic in midtown Manhattan 
J<alllnin are mere~ "clerk-typists" when at 5,p.m ... , and about as much brains. 
Reference librarians will give 4S-minute orient.ttion tours of the libra;y this week and the 
week of Sept. 20. Sl1n If sheeh are available at the.reference desk. - · 
·-
Upper Outside Comer 
by Tanis Reid the wa ll so that you'd . be in a vertical 
pdSition for one hour and twenty minutes. 
When was eight years old and still All the sitting around here couldn't 
sucki ng my th~mb, my mother was possibly be good for posture or circul.ation. 
constantly telling me not to do it. She was 'However, what worries me about such1
afraid if I ke11t sucking my thumb, I'd b, machines, in the lecture hall s, is that they 
insecure for the rest 'of my li fe, or worse, would have to be on the wall at the very 
get buck teeth. She gives credit tq some back of the room, even behind the last ~ow 
method ,supposedly designed by ·a child of seats. In Paper Chase terms that means 
psychologist for curing me of the thumb that anybody behind the last row would be 
habit. I don'.t think it was designed by a behind the third echelon - and then there 
child psychologist; I think it was designed would be no one to use those machines, 
by some sadq-masochist or possibly even because there's just nothing lower than the 
my mother. The method consisted of last row, third-echelon type. 
coating the guilty thumb with this liquid. I But this tone is not good. It's so easy 
don't remember too much about this liquid to baA-mouth everything. So easy to 
except that it came out of a bottle that complain about the stagnancy of the place, 
looked lik~ the Mercurochrome bottle ... pf feeling like one of the persons in an • 
and, that, never, i!l my whole life, way architect's drawing of a ntw building - like 
back from worm-eating days to my present nofhing's happening now because it's not 
Pepto-Bismal-drinking days, have I ever meant to begin until the whole place is 
tasted anything so awful. And I tasted it finished. Abraham Lincoln would not like 
twice. It took a lot to come between me this ,alti tude at all. I think it was in 
and my thumb. Even after. that first taste Sandburg's Un_co/n that he was quoted as 
sent me flying out of bed to the bathroom saying - I can't remember the exact words, 
faucet where I soaked my gums .under only the moral - that most people are only 
running water for a g0od five minutes, I as ,happy aS they want to be. And Paul 
figured I could 'acqufre a taste for the stuff, Birzon, criminal attorney and part-time 
sort of like Scotch. 8~t a second night, a professor here, once told students in an 
second taste; and a second flight to the informal discussion about the legal 
bathroom faucet convinced me that it was profession how great law school is and how 
impossible. . its freedom from pressure and its free time 
Whe~ I was twenty-one and applying sliould be valued. 
to law ·school my-mother kept tell ing me And Birzon's right. Hell, I'm not going 
not to do it. I have never listened to my to spend this last year at law school 
mother . . I went to law schOol. The first bad-mouthing the place. I'm going to join · 
year tasted awful. I wasn't going back the my classmates in a positive attitude. Why 
second year, but it was going to take a lot should I waste a whole year of my 
to come between me and my college dream twcntici, merely shelving lightweight 
of doing something "meaningful" with my versions of casebooks in my mental 
life. The second year tasted awful. I could library?Const itutional Law can probably 
have quit after the secon,d year, but with be as academically exciting as American 
two-thirds of it already behind me I figured history was in college. Nor am I going to 
1.niight as well give it one more· taste. My waste my time talking 'about with which 
g'ums arc already burning. ,- firm I'm going to spend my after law 
And my eyes, too, have· Started their school days. The way the profession is, my 
own little liCVO\t. They refuse to distinguish posl-grad work c.oultl be like iny resume 
green arrows from green circles on trafnc experience sec tion: nea~ly non-lega ll y 
. signal s. They claim it 's from trying 10 read related. f)nd the way the third world 
S.168 of the Insurance Law in the pitch si 1uation is stacki ng up, I could be in a 
dark library here. A'nd,my nose h.1s decided military uniform before I get to 
to fill up with that ol' foll congestion since commencement in black. Even if I do get a 
it's not about to ge l any fresh air from the job in a law firm ; I'll be stuck with lhe 
no windows here and because it doesn't go same people day in and day out for maybe 
for stale air thal smells the color of the as much as seven years until I don't make 
carpets here. And my 6ody is just :,bout to senior partner. Rather, until I make senior 
go into convutsions at the sight of the parlncr .. . and that means even more than 
machine shit food I1vC begun pouring down seven years with l~c same people. It 's 
it this wec.k. much better here wi th so many people 
Things don't seem to have ch;mgcd too ;1round , whem you can talk to if you want, 
much around here. There's a new dean, bu t or not if you want. Whom you can be 
I didn't know the old one. Only one riew obnox ious to and vice versa, and nobody 
professor. Students critiquing' him even fee ls abused or has his job jeopardized. 
before he's given his first lecture Where I have no clients or money rrtatters 
defended John Connally, didn't he?St ill , breathin g down my neck. ·1n a world wHere 
he 's supposed to be an ouis tanding success means nothing, cannot be judged, 
attorney. The old, he's-bri l.li ant story. I where aQ is all it takes to make the grade. 
wonder ifhe can teach? (Sometimes, though , an H can contribute 
Unfortunately, we didl'l't get any of to the confidenc.Q _: I mean things are good 
those hoped-for improvements. I didn't around here, but sometimes you like to 
rea ll y expect them to knock out any walls feel a little gooder than the next guy.) And 
to put some windows in the building, or to even when things get really tough, there's 
add library lights that would cover more all those golden dollar matinee afternoons, 
than the top half of a page. But those those glorious ski Wednesdays, and those 
machine3/ sure would have been nice . . . fine four day weekends, for which you 
the kind with clamps -on the legs and arm don't have to answer to anybody. 
rests so that ir you put your limbs in the - But best of all, I mean the most 
clamps and a quarter in the slot, you have important thing is , I don't have to be here. 
absolutely no choice but to stay put at that I can quit any time I want to .. . though, 
library table until an hour is up. I had a probably I should wait 'til after Christmas 
stand-up version in mind for the lecture exams to quit, just in case I wanted to 
halls - just clamp yoµr arms and leg~ to come back. 
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Carlisle plans legal career seminars 
Mr. Carlisle, you've finished your first year as 
placement director. What do you consider some of 
your important achievements? · 
The Law School ~lacemen t Office has completed its 
first year of full-Lime 6peration. Our achievements have 
........_. included the f6llowing: placement of graduates in 
numbers which statistica lly rank SUNY with leading 
national law schools; development of an "i n-house" 
office staff and administrative functions which are 
similar to those found at most national law schools; 
crea tion and successful ac tion of a student placement 
commiu ec; personal interviews with over 500 students; 
development of permanen t satellite alumni groups in 
New York City and Washington, D.e.; es tab lishment of 
strong alumni placement involvement and , to a lesser 
ex tent , fac ulty placement involvement. 
The positive results of this yeal"-have been due to 
the effor ts of a full-time placement officer .and 
adequate staff and secretarial support. There is a strong 
possibility th at these effor ts will be deer.eased this year 
due to cutbacks in the funding of th e placement office 
by the admin is tration This would be most 
WIii you be conducting as many personal interviews as y~u did last year? 
Last year personal int~rvi~s with all st!udents ·were strongly encouraged. No le~5 th_an 
586 appointed interview-counseling sessions were conduc~ed on a one-to-one ba~1s w11~ 
law students. Interviews ranged in length from 15 to 60 mmu!es. The average ,ess1on was 
30 minutes in duration; thus, over 343 hours were spent in person counseling. In. 
addition, about 20 students spoke with me each day I was in my office f~r four to six 
minutes each oh a non-appointment basis. 
This year I will attempt 
0 
10 limit student interviews, concentrating instead on 
speaking w ith small ·gorups of students and_ conductin~ seminar ~orksh~ps. Past , 
experience clea rly indicates that students appreciate personali zed counsell_ng s~s~10ns, b~t 
the time involved (343 hou rs or efght working. weeks) does not pay its d1v1dends ,~ 
placement. (Juery - is time spen t with students better spent 10 consultat1on with alum~1 
_ a~d in the law offices of potential empl oyers. I think so. Placement directo'rs at Col~mb1a 
and NYU spend most of or a good portion of their time with individual counseling ~f 
students, but these schools have quali fied administrative assistants available for thi s 
impor tant task. . 
I feel that this year I will have to lini it the number of personal interviews unless I 
have sufficient staff support. Again; if students feel that this service is important, they 
~ should put pre~sure on the admln'istration and fac4lty. , _ 
WIii there be on-co',,,pus interviews ofstudents this year? , 
. .,____....., 
unfortunate, and students desiring th make funding of the placement office a high One of the essential attributes of a fi rst-rate placement office is its ability to ensure 
'priori ty item-should lobby the law school administration and faculty. Remember, it was that stu_9ents will have an opporJunity to interview with prospe~tive ~mployees. 
student interes t pressure, not administration or faculty pressur.e, •that demanded and On-campus interviewing is .the key to such success. Last year, 28 firms interviewed over 
obtained a full-time placement office. 500 students at the Law School·. Most of the firms were from Western New York; 
We have· much to do 10 build a first rate placement office, but we oan be proud of however employers from New York City,.Wash ington-, D.C., ajld Mich'igan were also 
our initial efforts in this important aspect of legal education. represen~ed. This iyear we expect to -hicrease the number of on-campus interviews. Several 
\ Buffalo firm s including Jaeckle, Fleischmann & Mugel, Moot, Sprague, ~arcy, Land y_ 
Fernbach & Smyth, PhilliP,s, Lytl e, Hitchcock, Blaine & Huber, and T,ouche, Ross & Co., 
and the Buffalo offi ce of the United States Mari ne Corps will interview on campus this 
Many students wish to know ifgraduates of the class of 1975 and 1976 Were successful in year. We wi ll also arrange interviews with several law firm s from other areas of New York 
finding employment. Are any employment percentages available? State, New-York City, Washington, D.C., Chicago and elsewhere. 
It is doubtful that w·e wi ll dramatically increase the number of non-Western N~w 
Employmen t statistics for the class of 1975 indicate th at SUNYAB law graduates were far York firms conducting on-campus interviews during 'the 1976-77 year. Not until our 
more sucCessful in obtaining empl oymen t th an studen-!!Jl most o ther law ;thools. Less recent graduates do we ll enough in such firms to·warrant a partner's travelling to Buffalo 
than 35% of the 19-75 class surveyed in June of 1975 had legal positions. A concentrated can we ·cxpcct -such acfivity. We will c·ontinue our efforts to encourage firms in New 
effort by the Pl acement Office on behalf of 1975 graduates resulted in the placement of York, Washington, Cleveland, Detroi t, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Chicago, l,..os Angeles, San 
90% of the, f975 graduates by June of '1976. Francisco, etc., to give interviews to our students in their respective areas. I am in 
Our 1976 statistics are onl y tentat ive in completion and in substantive meaning. We _ frequent contact with such firms and I plan to visit and/or speak by telephone with 
should be encouraged by the fac t that over 40% of those responding to our survey forms 
are employed. This figure,. when contrasted with 1975 returns for a class of I00 less 
persons (168 for 1975 - 265 for 1976) indicates that we may expect to have most 
members of the class of 197,6 employed by January_ of 1977. The figures. also indicate 
that our graduates are loca ting positions. , · 
Concern for ,obta'ining a posi tion prior to graduation is inevitable but nol always 
warranted - part icularly in light of pas t experience and th; reality of today's market. I 
will try very hard to alleviate these types of fears when speaking with third year students. 
Positions arc ge·nerally ob tained after graduat ion. This is due 10\he fact th at many more 
Buffalo graduates than graduates of super-prestige schools, .i.e., Harvard, Yale, Columbia, 
Stanford, etc., are employed with small er law firms who are unable to project their 
employment needs fa r enough in advance to hire associates prior le graduation. One sure 
sign of. a national law school is its ability to place higtrer and higher percentages of its 
students prior to graduation. Our recent trends indicate 1.his growth. 
Finally, it should be pointed out th at whi le SUNY placement statis ti cs arc far above 
average, we can only hope to increase such fi gures py opening ue new marke~s outside of 
Western New York. The Buffalo4 Rochcster area can absorb law graduates without the 
full -time efforts of a pl acement office. Areas elsewhere (New York City, Washington, 
D.C., Boston, Cleveland, the Far West, etc.) require the efforts of someone to publicize 
the law school and its graduates. Such publicity efforts should be a priodty during the 
197q: 77 academic year. 
Whal are some of the day~to-day administrative functions of the P/aceme,nt Office? 
The administrative ("inside-house") functions of the Placement Office are handled by 
myself as Placement Direc tor, a full -time .t.dministrative assis tant-secretary, a part-time 
secretary and a part-time graduate assistant. 
My inside responsibilities include counseling with ~tudents, presentation of seminars, 
,telephone and personal contact with ,employers, fac.ulty, alumni and fri ends of the law 
school, judicial clerkship committee, and numerous correspondence and supervi~ory 
duties. 
The office staff has successfull y developed a system-routine f6r implementation of 
such. activities, We expect conti nuation and enlargement of such activities to be 
completed during the 1976-77 year with le.ss effort and confusion than in 19-75-76-
Nevertheless, we must have adequate secretarial s,upport to complete the essential 
"inside" work necessary for implementation of our placement objectives. 
Will you be conducting s tudent seminars this year? 
Throughout last year, on a personal basis, various forms of student seminars were 
presented. There were nine sem"inars specifically designed for first and second Year 
students; six seminars on opportunities for judicial clerkshi ps; employmeRt seminars 
designed to assist stude'nts in obtaining positions in specific areas of law and/of 
geographical locations. Approx imately 500 students allended one or more of the student 
seminlrs. The format permitted placement to be discussed on a group basis with a 
collective exposure to myself and the Placement Office. 
This year I will agai n be conducting many student seminars. During the first three 
weeks of school, there will be seminars for first, second and third year students. In these 
seminars I will discuss 'informational services; pJacement office structure; forms and filing 
of student resume and letters of reference; interviewing pn,cedures; career days and job 
fairs. A-general objective of the workshop will be to orient students toward full use and 
1wpport of the Placement Office.. 
recruitin'g par'tners from the firms. Students should check the job listing board on the 
third fl oor for in formation on upcoming on-c~mpus interviews. 
What ~re .our alumni and the facu lty and staff of the Low School doing to assist_ with the 
placement ofBuffalo students? 
I spend a great deal of time with our alumni . I allend monthly meetings of the Board of 
Directors of the Buffalo Law Alumni. I have also been actively involved in the formation 
of alumrli satellite grqups in New York City and Washington, D.C. Of course, there is a 
limit to v.:hat our alumni can do. If they cannot directly offer our-students jobs, they can 
provide_ job leads, suggestions and ,~uidance to students ..Alumni support, inv~lv~n:i~nf and 
promo tion of the law school and its students are ·essential~ The results of this act1v1t')1:can 
only be .measured over .a period of several years, but I am-personally satisfi ed that we arc 
making substantial"progress in this respect. , 
The facu lty are well aware of ou r placement needs. They have been quite helpfuJ , 
and it is my expectation - and should be the expectation of students - that they will 
con tinue to find the time to encourage their contaCts to visit the Law School and/or to 
interview Buffalo students. The facu lty at SUNY Buffalo Law School is becoming as 
excellent as those at the most prestigious law schools; thus with their irlcreasing 
assistance, our placement effor,ts can equal those at such sch~ols. 
How does the future look? 
We have made significant breakthrough in the 1975-76 year. Our Placement O{fice is 
almost a first rate opera-tion; however, we should anticipate the fpllowing proble~s next 
year: , 
I) Adequate staff and ~ecrctarial assistance: most ' national law schodls have staffs 
double the size of ours. We must have (particularly .during full interviewing season) 
two secretaries in the office. In addition, a graduate assistant should be av,i lable to 
.. counsel second year students. . 
2) Budget for traveling and office e<penses: all Placement Offices at national .law 
schools usua11y have clear idea of what their budget consists . We must have full 
disclosure from administrative sources as to exact amounts of money available with 
discussion as to guidelines for ex~itures of such_money. 
3) More institutionalizing o/ Placement\ Office: we' must systematize our office. 
functions. Too much of our time in 1975-76 was spent on the " individual approach." 
Group seminars will be the trend. 
4) Alumni and faculty involvement : we have niade great efforts with significant positive 
results in this area. It is hoped that the new dean will continue to support the policy 
of the previouS""administration. We must increase alumni and faculty suPport of our 
placement efforts. 
The main f~cus of our effor~ in 1976-77 will be on "outside" contact work. I spent far 
too much time in (1) developing, supervising and-coordinating 11 in-house11 ~dministrative 
functions (Mrs. Retzer, our administrative assistant 'should be able to oversee this next 
year) and (2) counseling with students (over 340 hQurs or almost nine working \\,ee ks 
spent i"n work whic~ could be of more benefit if devoted to employers and alumni). 
Outside contact with employers, alumni , .bar associations will be encouraged. The 
Law School needs public relations support for its activities. Public relations work must be 
a priority. ' 
Anything else? 
One more thirt(." Copies of our Placement Office Annual Report, 197S-76, can be 
obtained in the Placement Office, Room 309. I welcoQie any student and/or faculty 
\ feedback . 
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' Violations plague studenthousing 
by Nancy Mulloy Perhaps related to that viglatioO is days to correct the problem. This 
the 25%·figure indicating'iefuse or is followed by reinspect ion; if 
Landlords ~liking the combustible material 1n progress is shown, more time may
universi ty housing situation and basements. Thirty-three percent be given. If no progress is 
"an absolutely terrible" system of of the Units had refuse or apparent~ there may sti ll be some 
building inSpection are responsible combustible materfal in the attics. leeway in certain cases, or the
for some dramatic statl"stics One out of four units reported matter may · be taken to the
~ol lected by the federally funded that where ten-ilnts were Housing Part of City Court. The , University Heights Community responsible for their own heat ing judge may grant more time inService ~center earlier this year, costs, the h'eating -system was some cases, or he/she may fine the
according to €ity Councilman Bill incapable of maintaini_ng heat to · owner. In almost all cases,
Price. ~ the degree that meets I legal however, adjournments are 
lh a recent interview with specifications . . Extension cords granted freel.y.
Opinion, Price said that the· beneath fl oor cgverings ' or The problem Mr. Price sees purp6se of this comprChensive . trave ll ing from one room to with this system is that the 
st ud y was to identify another accounted for violations Department of Inspection and 
" blight·influencing·buildings" and in 16% of the sample units. its obligation of seei,ng that rented need· home rule:" He, finds the Licenses moves into court lacking
to gather data concerning rents, Broken windows were present in housing units do not violate the · Department of Inspection and sufficient information to get a 
deposits, violations of the · local 38% of the apartments and 10% · codes; 65% of the tenants believed Licensing to be "the most judgmeht, Their strategy is poor,
housing and he1lth laws, and reported Water ln the basement that the city had fai led in its backward, ancient and inefficient too, he claims. To destroy_blight
l andlor d/ t enant re latio ns. _!;Prdless ot whether it had inspection duties. With regard to componen t of City Hall ," and he from the neighborhood , 1new Conducted by paid personnel rained. remedies for the ~.ousing h~s-"aba ndonecf in the immediate methods of attack need to be 
that included U.B. housing and Despite the fact that 11 % of situation1 78% replied that ~ future seei ng a reworking of t~ e devised, he said. For instance, he 
environmental design students, those polled stated that their siudent housing is an area in system on a Ci(y Hall basis." sugges ted that inspectors hit the 
worst first;the Service Center made a apartments, in comparison to which university student groups The major problem Price sees ho uses · mass 
door-to-doo/ survey of 600 rented· their ,..personal housing standards, shou ld .become actively involved, with the present scheme of inspections on a strategic block · 
units in the University Heights - were slumlike- or near slumtike, as lobbyiSts, for example. in spec tions by .. th e Ci ty would be more likely to impress a 
. district (a sample of 65%), the a~ 39% indicated that their Eighty-one felt that a system of Department of Inspection and judge than scauered inspections. 
outer boundaries of which are housing was below standard, a blackl isting certain landlords and Licensing is that department's Price also believes that bringing in 
Kenmore Avenue, Stilrin Avenue, surprisingly large number, 89%, publicizing particular information poor strategy which stems from a a single landlord on violations on 
Hertel Avenue, Main ... treet, repon ed that they would should be developed. lack of imagination and good seven of his or her houses at once, 
Shirley Avenue, Bailey AveAue recommend their apartments to With this information base now management. Price's ass isLan L, rather than one at a time, would 
and Niagara Falls Boulevard. others. Seventy eight , percent ava ilab le to legislators and city Leigh Harden, dCscribcd the serve ge t judgments in10 more 
The fact that the average would recommend their landl ords inspectors, as well as [ he public, currenf prrn;:ess of 'Rand ling a favor of tenants. 
tenant in the University Heights to others. Price, when asked what hc ·will do violation as beginning with an Price cri ticized the State 
. area is living in an apartment with The majority did in'dicate to improve the situation, inspection, followed by a leucr lo Assembly's strong landlord lobby 
approx im ate ly e ight code I disenthantment, however, with answered by f.tty ing that 0 we nee(j th e landlord indica1ing the and City Court as contributing to 
violations is perhaps the most the City of Buffalo in performing to build a ~ hole new system; we 1 violatio~(s) and a grant of thirty 
- cO,~t. on p. 6 
shocki ng statistic revealed by •\he · 
82 question survey, Price said. ,. 
~1:i~~~~e :~g::~: p~:~~=~~nt~~! Tigar teaches a . course· in the alterl)ative 
students. The average rent paid 
per unit is appr(\ximately $200, 0 A cosmfc vieW of the nuts and Harvard Low H.eview, and George
without utilities, for a . three bolts/.' is how ,,-visiting leffturer Washington Low Review. bedroom apartiTient shared . by Michael ,f.. Tigar describes the Perhaps his most popul ar lawthree people. In 53% :Of the 600 , focus of his Criminal Profedure I review publica tion is "Waiver of
units, tenants had to" furnish the 
course that began las/ week. Constitutional Rights: Disquiet in
apartments themselves. Al though 
· As an I alterrlative to the the Citadef", 84 Harvard Lawhie/ average security deposit is traditional casebook approach, the Review I, which served as a$226, damage inventories made course is designed around a series foreword for the issue's study ofprior io occupancy ex isted in onl y of problems, Tigar explained in a the 1969 term of the Supreme26% · of the uni'ts surveyed, 
-recent interview. The casebook Court.
thereby reducing the chance of a and supplemental materials are to Soine of the cases in which he full refund. One hundred seventy be used as the stLidents' primary has been involved are: Gutknecht
eight tenants had lived in the source in developing solutions - v. United S tores (Supreme Court 
Univer s it y Heights area like a library. He contemplates a in va lidated Se lective Servicepreviously, but o'nly 89 of those similar approach for Criminal School 1976-77 school where he has been, intermittently delinquency regulations}, Breen v. 
ever had their deposits returned . Procedure II which he will teach year. since 1966. . Local Boord (Supreme Court In the 255 cases where a lease in the spring. Tigar's career has been a In 1968, while carrying his ex panded judicial review rights of 
ex isted, 84% were one-year Tigar, 35, earned his law degr~e controvc?fsial one. He has load of cases at Williams, Tigar draft registrants), ' Ge/bard v. 
agreements, thus forcing many at the University of California defended such figures as H. Rap wrote the Practice Manual for the United States (Supreme Court 
students to ta~e a loss On summer Boalt Hall School of Law at Brown, former Texas Gov. John Selective Service Law Reporter. expanded rights of grand jury
subletting. -
, Berkeley in 1966, w.here he was Connally and Angela Davis. The· The vo luITlc has had a sign ificant witnesses), Dellinger v, United The actual housing and heal th Editor-in.Chief of the CaliforQia controversy, in fact, began ,before effect on draft law: in the first Siates (Chicago Seven). United 
code , violat ions were varied, but ~ Revie":. He is pr~sently ho had begun his th ird year of law five years after the rlrst edition States v. Marshall -( the Seattle
the 'rwo most common were associated· with the Washu;igton, school, when Supreme Court convictions dropped by over 60 conspiracy tria l). defense of H. 
encumbrances on stai rways (89%) D.C. firm of Williams, Connolly & Justice William Brennan offered percent. 'The prac tice manual Rap Brown, Angela · Davis,
and latk of a fire exti nguishef Califano and is a part-ti me visiting him a clerkship . which was \O continues to be . use9 as the Wounded Knee defendants, (89%). Rodents .or pests had been lecturer at SUNY Buffalo Law become available the following government contin ues to Bobby Ba~,, and John Connally. discovered in 18% of the units. year. Brennan asked hi"1 to prosecute draft cases. To Buffald\ttudents w~o have 
prepare a resume of his political During some of the "off" time met Tigar, his ·mpressive legal 
~ activities. Tigar detailed his with Williams' firm, Tigar spent credentials are matched by his 
background as a first-generation two years at ·u.C.L.A. teaching personality and candor. According 
AdrTlinistrativc Procedure, aLacher.andKim 1· oin facnlty'- Berkeley political activ ist, who Law, lo John Privitera, third year 
- -~ had prote'Sted ROTC , Evidence, and Criminal Trial student who worked with Tigar in 
'or·Genes.ee C__,,.m-un. 1·ty College's demonstrated against the House Practice. He also lived in France Washington this summer and who 
Albion and a Korean professoro( Inmate Education Program- at #Un - American Activities for tWo years, maintaining a will ass ist him with course 
A legal aid attorney from ,, '"" 
private practice of international International Law are among the Attica Correctional Facility. . Committee, supported the CubaQ material during the year, "Tigar's 
new facu I ty members this , Kim Mun Dal, professor of revolution aqd was president of a law while co-authoring a niassive ability as a lawyer and a thinker 
semester. lntern·ational Law a~ Kyungpook ·student political organization at volume of legal history with his and his warmth as a person can 
Stephen Lacher of Albion will National University, Taegu, Korea California. Brennan insisted on only be experienced. The Brennan wife, Loni Levy . The soon to be 
be a full -time lecturer arrd a will be a Visiting Lecturer for the having Tigar's permission to make published book is entitled Law incident may hav~ chilled the 
• replacement for Professor Norman academic year. He received his the in.f ormation publi c;,_ and the Rise of Capitalism. political expression of law 
Last year, while working atRosenberg in clinic during the b~chelor of laws from Taegu Maintaining his right to privacy, students and lawyers across the 
COn\ina-- sc~ool year. Rosenberg College, his masters of laws from Tigar flatly refused to make what Williams, he taught .Evidence at country, but if there is jujl one 
will be on leave of absence. Kyungpook National University he considered· a political Georgetown. He will continue to exception, it is Michael Tigar. As 
practice law while teaching here,
, Lacher, a 1973 graduate of . and !'is doctor, of law_s fro'." confession. Brennan reneged on students we are irresponsible not 
SUNY Buffalo School of Law, is Kyungpook Nat_1onal Um~ersity. the clerkship offer. flying up to Buffalo for one or to at least sample his brilliance 
d I '""-t th th The conforntation, which was two days a week. and easerness.'',pre~ntly, a staff attorney with the • KIm was a !Po.... _w, e . 
Orleans Legal Aitl Bureau, Albion Minist"( of Foreign Affairs of the well-publicized, did not damage Tlgar's published essays, Although enrollment in his 
and legal advisor to the Orleans Republic of . Korea an~. an Tigar's reputation in•some circles: classes will be somewhat limited, akicles and book reviews ,have 
County Welfare Rights Interpreter with U.S. Military within a wee!< he had joined the appeared in legal journals, Tigar told the Opinion recently 
Organization. He has been an Adv,so,i,: Group 1_0 , Korea before prestigious law firm of Edward that he welcomes attendance andincluding The Collfornlo. Low 
instructor of Constitutional Law becomirik a professor o,f law. l!!'nnett Williams in Washington, participation by all students.Re view, Yale Low journal, 
' 
· 
.,.. 
/ 
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Former UB law professor adjusts to C~ifomia life 
(Edi/or~ note: Paul Goldstein, a gainea in these Eastern towns has constructed law buildings are just campus in the peaCeful town of 
professor at SUNYAB Law School proved more than enough to meet around the corner and they Palo Alto. He's been spending a . 
from 1969-1975, is remembered the subtle challenges of this land manage to blend in manifestly good portion of his time there this 
fondly and otherwise by many of plenty, which on occasion has unnoticed. summer w~ile finishing his study 
students for his oh-the-spot been confused with a form of Such is th~ setting in which and tending to a backyard garden 
interro{J1tiOfJS of students in the paradise. A reporter happened to students and faculty of the that Voltaire would be proud of. 
areas of property and patent low. run into Goldstein, formerly a Stanford Law School must wage The good ,professor has been 
He was lured away from Buffalo professor of law at SUNYAB and their daily battles. The demands managing to keep himself busy. 
by the sunny skies of California presently a faculty member at the of the situation have already Though claiming that his summers 
and the dean of Stanford Law Stanford Law School, while begun to show telltale signs in the are pretty much left to himself fo_i:.. 
School. Opinion reporter George cru'ising through the burnt orange manher of Goldstein, sl'tting in tennis, bicycling, writing and 
Rusk, who worked with o San hills of Stanford, and filed this quiet relaxatioR on an open air research endeavors, this ""Saturday 
Francisco law firm this summer, report . patio adjacent to the campus cafe interview witfi him was 
bumped into Goldstein on a where One can order sandwiches sandwiched between two meetings_ 
Stanford patio.) You Can't always believe the on less than four types of bread, he had to attend to at a local 
hype about California. It was an along with orgeat, tamarindo and 
.computer communications firm 
by George Rusk unmistakerly overcast summer frosty mint mit shlag. When asked with which he consults, The study 
day at Stanford, Yet there were the hard question of whether the which he is in the process of _ 
In Northern California the sun puddles on the pavement. As quality of l ife in Northern completing this summer was , Buffalo, though the difference in 
has been known to shine for masterful a ,Buffalo illusion as one California compares favorably begun in Buffalo and deals with a education is +perhaps harder to 
weeks a nd sometimes months in could hope to find. But ' the with what he had come to know topic which on iµ surface does judge. Buffalo's reputation is not 
cloudless skies without even the important thing to understa~d. is and love in Buffalo, it was no less not appear to be strictly wi\hin firmly established in this part of 
slightest intimation that rain is that it was just the illusion and than incredible to hear the the ·mainstream 9f orthodox legal the world, but with the arrival of 
likely to fall. Occasionally during the hype is ' not entirely composed resppnse. Nol missinga ,research. But, of cour~, the law recent graduates Bert Slonim, who 
the dry summers, the• natives. are unbelievable. The puddles ' had beat, and demonstrating the touches all, even the instri.Jctional is to take on teaching duties tflis 
warned against the possibility of resulted from sprinkling pipes. Socratic skills that have become materials used in K-8. The book fall, and 'Vince Cox, who is ' to 
rain so as to instill a sense Rf There were palm trees swaying in legend in O'Brian Hall , Goldstein exam,ines the impact of copyright begin work in Sacramento, 
humility in their proud breasts. the breeze, instead of pines. 1And quipped, 11 What do you think ?" and patent laws, and a variety of Go!dstein is confident that the 
But such warnings go unheeded it was a mellow California campus Indeed . social, political and psychological reputation of SUNY at Buffalo 
by the experienced who are able setting as far as the eye could see. Life in Stanford for a professor factors on the educational Law School will grow. 
to see the ,lie for what it is worth. There were undergraduates all seems to be agreeable. A number process. California has a charm to it 
I nsLead, they must rely on deep over the place: enthusiastic, ·of faculty live on ~mpus in a Stanford is one of the most that is hal'd to resist. Already it 
inner resolve in order to check innocent, tall , short, spaced . · style that comports with their renowned law schoohlo the West. has claimed ~aul Goldjtein, and, 
their growin g sense of fear lessness There · were sidewalk vendors, respec ted status. Gerafd Gunther, As in Buffalo there fS some in fact, his brother; sister, parents: 
and false pride. Luckily for Paul roving flutists, kids and hikers for ~xample, lives in a large home emphasis on cliriical programs anc' and unnamed hordes worldwide. 
Goldstein , and others forurnatc populating the asymetr ic, treed lo cated behind a South it is interesting to note that video The siren~s call continues to­
enough to have spent some time quadranglei. All of which- would . Hampton-type hedge in the center tape techniques are often used in beckon. Resist, if you can - or 
in New York and Buffalo before not be of . particular interest of the faculty community. the clinical program . Stanford is want to. But remember, California 
becomi_ng natives, the experience exce.12t that the r ecently Goldste in 's home is just off substan~ially more expensive than is not Bt.iffalo. 
American Bar Association highlights 
ABA delegates study reverse discrimination New York St_ate 
A section of the American Bar denied a dmi ssion t o the and other ~sts to person~ ho Coml)lill ;.; on Association . Bar plans
Association h'as been directed to University of Washington Law seek to defend public interests in 
~omn:iunication~or courts to u~ " • • ,, 
study and report on law school School because of the school's court, but cannot afford legal 1-n I mpfementing judicial Action Un,t
admission policies that may' entail "affirmative action" program. The courlsel. restr ictive (gag) orders, so as to 
reverse discrimination by favori11g .high court refused to decide on · accommodate free press while Eight · lawyers · from variolJs 
members of minority groups. guaranteeing a fair trial. Theconstitu tionality of the program The resolution on lawyer fees parts of -the state have been 
because OeFunis obta ined relief in . sought to overturn the impact of . named as members of a special , The ABA's policy-making central feature would ask the 
House of Delegates asked th e a lower court and gained the Alyeska case, in which the 
Section of Legal Education and admission to the school. Supreme Court ruled that courts 
Admissions to the Bar to The 360-member House ac ted · lack power to a 'Yard attorneys 
investigate the situa tion and on a number of o ther fees to lawyers who take· public 
report back to the House when it recommendations during the ABA interest cases,. unless specified by 
convenes in Seattle during the an nual meeting in At lanta Aug. legislation. ,,,. 
midyear meeting in February. 5-12. 
T h e reverse discrimination The delegates turned back a The House, speaking for the 
iss~e was raised before the U.S. resolution calling for legislation 210,000-member ABA, also: 
Supreme Court in 1974 by Marco allowing courts and administrative Approved . a procedure 
DeF~nis, Ir ., who . had been agencies ,to award attorhey fees proposed . by the Standing 
Housing viqlations 
working with local neighborhood B\ackli~ting is a tactic to which 
corpora tion s, such as the Price is not opposed, and he 
- cont'd. form poge 5 two-year-olg University Heights / faulted the university for not 
Community Service Center. This distributing ava ilab le information 
the problem of making it difficult direct approach · makes sense and aid int students in_fight'ing the 
to obtain judgments aga inst because tenants are more likely to housing problem. Copies of bo\h 
absentee landlords. In City Court, be aware of neighborhood housing Service Center rep?rts, 1976 
·1he, Housing Par-I rotates judges problems and become actively Rented Ffou~ing Study: University 
every six months; this d9es no't involved in solving them if there is Heights District and Housing 
give judges ~ feel for particular a visible organization in the area Su,:vey Analysis: Major Absentee 
cases or an understanding of which they can turn to. A landlords arc avai lab(e in the 
neighborhood corporation has a Opinion offices, City Hall , or ath o u s ing problems generally, 
better undersianding of the local the University Heights Serviceaccording to Price. ) udges, he 
problems and is better motivated Center, 3096 Main Street. Thebelieves, give too ma ny 
to ' eliminate them than the ~atter stud',, indicate~ existingunnecessary adjournments on 
slow•moving Department of violations in each unit surveyed,housing matters. The inspection 
Inspection, according to the plus th~ rent, number of 
councilman. bedrooms, and number of tenants 
and cOurt s'y'stems favor the 
landlords by allowing them to 
Harden mentioned another per unit. The Buffalo Teriantstall . Combine this fact with the 
possible alternative to the pr~sent Landlord Handbook published by short term nature of the average 
scheme: en.acting legislatiorf thal the Buffalo Temporaryoccupancy and the trend to 
would require the landlord to Commission on Housing in March,inspect only on complaint, it is 
o~tain a permit ,before he or sh~ 1976, is also· available In City H_alleasy to see how landlords escape 
could rent. Passing inspection and provides all city tenants with
conviction, he Qid. 
would · be the prereguislte for a a readablp layperson's guide toPrice believes ' tenants' permit. landlord-tenant rights and duties.problems can best be iofved !>Y 
"Action Unit" of the New Yorkjudge to ho ld ' a public hearinp. 
including the · media befon. State Bar Association to explDre 
,,ays to improve the delivery ofissuing an order to' ~ithold 
legal services to the public. information from the publlc. 
Edwin F. Russell of Brooklyn, 
- Approved a Criminal Ju·stice NYSBA President, said today that 
Section proposal seeking increased Anthony R. Palermo of Rochester 
employment of wonien._,, " at all will be Chairman of the Action 
levels and in a ll segments of the Unit. 
criminal ' justice system" ~ and Other 'members of the group 
revision of "policies which tend to appointed by Russell are David S. 
exclude women artificially from Williams of Albany, Raymond W. 
certain jobs traditionally held_by Hackbarth of Syracu·se, Wallace J. 
men ." Stake I of Batavia, Bern~rd J. 
Reilly of Babylon, and Alexander 
- Approved a recomfllendat ion 0 . For~er, Lola S. i.ea, and 
by th e Commission on Douglas S. Eakeley, all of New 
Correctional Facilities and York City. 
Services calling for an overhaul of Russell said that the Action 
the paro le procedure; including Unit will seek better ways to 
providing adeqUate notice of the deliver legal services at lower cost 
parole hearing or interview and an to middle income persons. 
opportunity to review in advance, The Unit· will study the 
witb assistance of counsel, the possibility of exp~nding lawyer 
information to bl, considered by referral services in New York 
the parole authority. · ---.srate. Currently, fewer than half 
- Approved a Commission of of the local bar associations in the 
Corredional Facilities and state's 62 counties maintain such 
Services proposal urging reforms services.. 
of "gate money" practices to The Action group will also 
provide released prisoners with coflsider the need for a bar 
3.dequate means in cash or services .a5sociation-spons~red program , to 
to secure necessary food , lodging inform the public as to the kinds 
and clothing · for a minimum of of situations that require a 
one month after release and access lawyer's services, and the best way 
to loans to secure tools, uniforms to find the right lawyer. 
and other materials necessary for Russell sal~. "The State Bar · 
jobs. · AssoclatiOI\, through the efforts ' 
Another Commission of this new· Action Unit, \viii 
recommen,cfation urges states ·to fulfill Its responsibility to Improve 
provide prisoners with basic legal services and let people know 
educ~tional skills, pspecially where these services can be 
readlna-- found ." · 
• • • • 
• • • • 
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Something for Everyone-. 
Law School 9rganiz~tibns Gear Up 
Law student organizations .and related 
activities provide access to special interest 
areas of law or legal education, allow law 
studehts to j,ursue..and ,tevelop interesfs in 
extra·curricular legal affairs ancl encourage 
_.,,, students to utilize classroom skills in 
practical and realistic· projects. 
Various law school groups a~e active ly 
planning for the 1976-77 school year . . 
Student Bar Association - In addition to 
anriual parties and a picnic scheduled for 
early fall, the SBA has coordinated a 
P,r,ogram with the Erie County Bar 
Association enabling third· year law 
s"tudents tri participate in activities of 
various bar committees. Committees 
function in the areas' of corporations, 
banking, Commercial taxation and other 
areas of law. Information on this an1 
future Student Bar Association activities is 
avai lable in the SBA office, Room 113-: 
Placement Committee Placement 
Committee members have':2.rganized groups 
to cover placement interests in •judicial 
· clerkships·, career diys, alumiii contacts, 
·accumulation of placement lists, 
interviewing procedures and other career 
jidS. The Committee operates in 
conjunction with the Placement Office and 
is instrumental in contri6uting student 
input to placement efforts. 
Buffalo Law Review - The Buffalo Law 
Review is planning several innovations for 
its 1976-77 publications. Four issues of the 
j9urnal will be printed d~ring the ¥ear with 
a special fifth issue representing work done 
by Sea Grant researchers. The first issue is 
schedt.l led for the middle of No'vember. 
Another new aspect of the law review ·will 
be group writing. f?rojects coordinated l?Y 
associate editors of the journal. Proposed 
topics for the projects include a surv~y of . 
state consumer protection laws, analys is of 
S10(b)(5) . of the Securities & Exchange 
Commission and research in the ar..ea of 
dissemination of hcalih data by New York 
State agencies. First year studenJs will have 
an opportunity to apply for membership 
on the Buffalo L:aw Review in March, 
1977. ' 
Black Amertcan Law Students Association 
BALSA members have 1,active ly 
participated in · developing and 
implementini the revamped discretionary 
~tudent admission program. Members are 
plann ing lb bring speakers to the Law 
School a'nd to sponsor a Law Day for 
undergraduate students from area colleges 
,interested in law school. The proposed Law 
..___ • ,Discr_etionary st_uden.t a . ission~:
· II00kmg at Specla crrcumstances 
· by l-ouise Tarantino 
A program providing for reduced cou~sc 
load and tutorial assistance for special 
t st Of 
admissions students in the firS seme erth0 
law school has been devised by_ 
Academic Polrcy and Program Committee. 
Members of the Black American L~thStudents Association and e Puerto Rican 
Law Students Association contributed to 
the development of the ~iscretionary 
student admission program. -
BALSA president, Mar.k Pearce,
• · ro ram ,·s not
explained that the new P g , 
exclusively op~n to minotity st~dents, _an~ 
that discretlon~ry ~tudents a~e e_term,ne 
only by numenc~I !.ndex~ Pp"''?;;'!~.~~;; 
sco~ an~ cumu at1ve II( ch•aso~e unusuai 
Special c,rcumstan~es su f om ;hool are 
makjors, atnd (onnsgldearaset·,nocnesas ;xplanation for 
ta en ,n o co 
the low scores. 
Pearce did say, however,.lh~t the lar~st 
proportion of students In th,s admission 
categorywouldproflabtybemlnorltles. 
Students admitted to the dlscretiONTY 
admission proaram will take three collrses 
Oay would include representatives from 
several area law schools who would give 
prospective law students insight into the 
realities of . law schools and the differing 
aspects of various 'law schoo(s. The 
program would be geared primarily for 
minori!Y students, but will be beneficial 
and informative to all prospective law 
students':' 
Puerto Rican Law siudets Association -
As part of f!leir lega l activities, Puerto 
Rican law u udents are providing services 
for Hispanic inmates at Attica. The 
students assist the inmates in preparing 
cases and providin& library materials. The 
Puerto Rican· Law Students Associaton also 
plans to , become involved in cultural 
programming with the Hispanic 'inr,,ates; 
they will supplem~nt the bilingual 
edllcation' program already ifioper.a_tion at 
Attica by assisting in educating the inmates 
with regard to Puerto Rican culture and 
history. 
Members are also planning to do 
I
recruitment work to interest Hispanjc 
undergraduates in the law school. In 
addition, some students are involved in the 
school desegregation suit recently brought 
in Buffalo. 
Moot Court Board - Members of the Moot 
Court Board have planned scv..era l 
competitions for the upcoming year. In 
early fall, the Board will sponsor the 
annual Desmond Competition for first 
and second year jaw students. Competitors 
will be required to write a brief on a 
problem devised by the Moot Court Board, 
who were advised by . a p~nel of faculty 
members, and participate in several rounds 
of orcll argument. Moot Court Board 
me"!1bers will be availab le to__advisc ~fJd 
assist students interested in competing. 
More information • on the Desmond 
Competition wilr be , ava ilable in several 
weeks. Board members compete on an 
int~r-Sc~ool competitive level at various 
law schools throughout the country. 
Presentiy, members are prepaing for the 
·National Moot Court Compe\ilion to be 
held this fall. Next spring, the Moot Court 
Board will be h·ost lo the Albert Mugel Tax 
Comp·etition, which will involve mootcourt teams from numerous national law 
schoo1s. Other competitions in whi~h the 
Moot Court Boar<J-plans to compet~ arc 
the Jessup Competition, dealing with 
International Law and involving national 
schools; Nia&ara Competition, cm'phasizing . 
America11/Canadian lnte;rnational Law; 
Patent .Competition; Secur iti es 
Competition and Labor Law Competition.chn 
. 
rather than the normal four c~urse load in ·aspects of previous admission policy 
the first semester of. la~.school. These 
students will all be -part of a regular first 
year section _for their thre! courses, Civil 
Procedure, Contrac~ and Torts. 
_ In addition to the prescribed classroom 
hours, however, discretionary ad mission 
students will attend an additional hour of 
class in each subject for extra tutorial 
assistance. Because , of the increased 
classroom hours, students will earn an 
additional credit per course, puiting them 
di iih Other 
on par in ere ts per semester wi 
first year students. In 1h15 way, 
, d::::!~0":it, :d~!:l:rn se::den!me:~ 
course and credit load without penalty. 
The tutorial hour will concentrate on 
developing adequate writing skills. 
Professors teaching and tutoring in the. 
program are Laufer for Torts, Hollinger ~~r ' 
Contncts and Homburger for C,vll I and experienced inadequacies In the .regular 
Procedure · first year curriculum. LSA members Pearce and Nancy "Many students, especially minorities," 
M~\ - both second year students, she said, "get the wrong picture of SUNY 
u :v~ th dml Ion proaram at Buffalo Law Schoolwhen they apply. 
stressecies1~!ct. ~ ~t :nsatlsfactory- - cont'd, from,,.,. 8 
was 
The Moot Court Board in located in Roon, 
· 
New York Public· Interest Group - The 
. newly organized law school c~ap·ter of 
NYPIRG will deal with legal ,issues ,and 
research on public interest topics . • The 
chapter has prepared possible projects 
including research on nuclear energy cases; 
drafting legislation 'l" disclpsure of 
corporate information, investigating 
possible reforms in the Workman's 
Compensation Law, writing profiles of Erie 
County legis:lators an'd several projects on 
banking operations. NYPI RG also plans to 
assist in voter registration for November's 
presidenti~I election. The NYPI RG office is 
located in 'Room 509. 
Law Spouses Association - Members 
participate in both fund raising ..and social 
activities. The Law Spouses Association 
sponsoi-ed a used bOok store early in the 
semester and is planning to hoid a plant 
sale, liquor raffle and box lunch sa le during 
the course of the year. Proceeds from the 
sales will fund several $100 scholarships 
available to any married law student who 
Extra activities sonietimes include lunch. 
Alumni .make plans 
T I . . h . II dhe• A umn1 Association -as 1nsta e 
new directors and officers at a luncheon 
meeting held al the Stal ler Hilton Hotel in 
Buffalo.__Elccted to the three-year ·terms 
June 18 were Anthony J. Colucci , Hon. 
-Leslie G. Foschio, David C. Horim, Charles 
E. Milch, Hon. Peter Notaro, David A. 
Sands and John H. l Stenger. The Board 
contains 21 members. 
''Previously,'' Pearce said, 
"diSCretionary s{udents were admitted but 
· dd·r I help They usually 
wer~g1vcn bno a , iofnah I . nd became 
fell ,o the ottom o t e c ass a 
the 'O' buffer. Because of these s,tudents • Washington, D.C., September - 17. 
the),ell shaped curve worked perfectly." -Placement Director •Jay C. Carlisle, Ill, 
This admission practice resulted in a organized the mee ting for the purpose of 
"revolving door" - discretionary students stimulating pl~cement opportunities in the 
·were allowed to begin law school studies capital city area. Fine will attend to assist 
but were soon faced with repeated low · ,n this respect and to help set up a satellite 
grades, failures and dismissal, Pearce added. 
."Just by having this admission policy,
the adm·1nistration was makinga'semblance 
of a commitment to minority and 
discretionary students," McCulley said. 
"But ~hen students got here and they find 
no real commitment," she added. 
McCulley indicated that many first year, 
students of last year's class were 
disappointed with their academic program 
.,as applied for financial aid and meets 
requirements as to need and grades. 
Socially, the Law Spouses Association has 
monthly business meetings and monthly 
parties at the home of one of the•members. 
·Interested students . can get further 
information on Law Spouses Association 
' activities from G_ai l Faber, 681 -3073, Joan 
Fitzgerald, 826-93 79 or in Room 646 • 
O'Brian . 
Buffalo Legislation Project BLP 
members will receive academic credit for 
completed projects. Three credit hours will 
be awarded for three semesters of work. 
Projects for this semester are presently 
being organized into final form . Second 
year students accepted to the project have 
begun orientation to the BLP this week. 
Details of BLP's activiiies will be presented 
in future issues of the Opinion. 
Other organizations include: 
National Lawyer's Guild , Association of 
Women Law Students, Jewish La,:• 
Students Association, Law Students Civi l 
Righ l s Research Council and the 
International law Society. 
New Officers are Robert P. hne, 
president; Hon. William J. Regaa, vice 
president (president elect); Everett M. 
Barlow, treasurer ; and Robert Schaus, 
SCcrCtary. * * * * · 
Alumni Association President Robert P. 
Fine called a special meeting of the Board 
of Directors, August 19, at the Statler 
Hilton at which plans were approved for a~:~ta~h~~~~ ttw~~:~~:t:: l~:w;;s~:'~ 
New York area and to intr.oduce him to the 
local Bench and Bar. Final details for the 
reception, which will to be held sometime 
in October, Wi ll be announced when 
arrangementsarecompleted. 
Th B d I d Fine's 
ed . oar a so approve ·,n 
allen , ng an Alumni meeting 
chapter of the Alumni in the Washington, 
D.C.area. -
. . . . 
Student Bar Association President Barry 
R. Fertel has been attending monthly" 
meetings of the Board of Directors, an 
arrangement intended to keep both the 
students and the 'Alumni in touch wi\h 
each other's activities. 
The Alumni Assocqljon contributed 
$500 towards the cost of the recepiion 
held ·following the ~lduation ceremony ·or 
the class of 1976. The .filµmni AssocliaiQn 
has'reaularly 1iven fi111nclal assistm to 
help defray (!I, expenses of the recepdon. 
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Headrick from p. 1 
f o u n-d at ions for their 
( contributions to society and I 
think a law school has to have 
that as part of the basis on which 
it plans its curriculum/ ' he said. 
A · second area that needs 
d ~~ lopm e nt is st udenr 
involvement .with the law schoo l. 
Students ocme to class and study 
in the libraries but there is little 
space for casual conversation and 
discussion, he noted. Headrick 
described facilities at Yale and 
Stanford, which allowed mixing 
among faculty and students and 
suggested exploring ways to open 
up physical spaces to meet that 
need. · 
Headrick had warm words for 
the SUNY at Buffa lo law faculty, 
which he described, as one of the 
school's great strengths. He cited 
Hthe broad ranging interests of the 
faculty which finds expressionin 
new and valuable courses."' while 
providing a good basic curriculum 
in t he traditional areas of s·tudy 
and retaining their committment 
to scholarly work. 
The library is a third area of 
concern for the dclln. It has 
"clearly no t · kept pace with our 
needs and although people outside 
the law school are tired of heari ng 
that, it is a fact." If Buffalo is to 
develop into a "first•rate law 
Library from p. 1 
Matthew Bender, West and 
Lawyers Cooperative publications. 
Both back volumes and present 
issues are being ordered, sa id 
Mabel Jepson, technical services 
librarian and a spokesperson for 
the library. 
A listing of all publica rions 
which were discontinued was 
being circulated among librarians 
in mid·August for commen t on 
which · publications cou ld be 
reinstated under the · library 
budget for this year. A library­
committee of the· faculty and the 
Dean also were to review the li st 
before a final decision was made. 
Among those items·unli kely to 
be reordered arc "a lot of the 
foreign material s, and periodicals 
a nd journals," Jepson sa id . 
Looseleaf services and periodicals 
purchased by the library and kept 
tn individual professors' offices 
for their use also will be 
5£:rutinized. 
school," 'it must have a first~rate 
library. , 
The 1 law school is somewhat 
isolated and closed off from 
a lternative sources of legal . 
materials, he noted, and although 
the library has improved in recent 
years, Headrick still feels it falls 
short of what it should be. 
Headrick plans to address the 
student Q..ody tt some later date, 
noting that he needs more time to 
discover what he can and cannot 
change. Studen.t s should 
understand that although a dean 
can serve as "a catalyst, a 
persuader, a spokesman and 
sometimes a prod of one kind or 
.:mother, he is certainly not in a 
position to comp,and that this or 
that can happen," he said. 
Students who have problems that 
cannot be solved within the 
existing structure are welcome to 
contact him, Headrick pointed 
out. 
(Editors' note: This is the first of 
a two-part interview with Dean 
Thomas E. Headrick. The second 
part will appear in the September 
23 issue of Opinion. Students are 
invited to submit qUestions or 
areas of interest they would like 
tAe interviewer to discuss with the · 
dean by Sept. I3 to the Opinion 
office.} • 
remaining cancelled/' Jepson said . 
"Acquisi tions will be sad fo r a 
while," she added. 
As for staffing, four positions 
here have been vacant in the 
library for. more than a year 
becausel of the hiring free ze and 
an add itional part ial line posil:ion 
in reference became vacant this 
su mmcr , during... a personnel 
shufnc. In addition, the library's 
number two spot of public 
services liJ>rar ian continues to be 
vacant this fa ll , although the 
school now has been given 
permission to recruit for that 
post. 
Wenger ' had filled many duties 
of the public services librarian 
before he leFt si nce that post had 
never been filled . Jepson said a 
search commillec of three 
librarians and Janet Lindgren of 
the Law Faculty has been asked 
for letters of reference from about 
25 cand idates for the public 
a ll the work we want to do" while 
short staffed, she sa id. 
11 lf it weren't for the fact that 
we have good student help , it 
would be.....much more drastic . 
Particularly in technic""al services, 
it makes a world of difference. We 
really couldn't operate effectively 
without them.'• 
The Law Library has a staff 
n ow of eight professional 
librarians, fourteen civil • service 
posi.t:ions, plus students on
services libr,arian post. Estimated temporary service runds and wprk
time for an appointment is 
study.
"hopefully the middle of October, Besides change, in staffing and but that 's hopeful ," J,epson said. 
acquisitions, there have beenThe public services librarian is to 
--other changes over the summer in 
be in charge of reference, the library. 
circulation, reserve and 
inter-library loan , and is to do The card catalogs and 
reference duty. The position calls reference desk on the main floor 
for a person with degrees in both were relocated over the summer 
law and library science, or a ' to g{ve workers at the· circulation 
degree and experience in one field :,tesk a clear view of the reference 
and a willingness to pursue .a are':I so they can see if it is staffed. 
de1ree in the second. And larp, sisns were placed on the 
L ThinJIS app..rod worse in main floor to help visitors find 
personnel in late July and early chanae, the copy machine and 
August "(hen -throe aitlJ!tlonal circulation. . , 
September 9, 1976 
Lefkowitz said. "SUNY di~ go to an entirely local decision, he 
the Division of the Budget to get a added. Guidelines for that 
lot of these things done, including decision will be drawn by the 
getting the law students taken SUNYAB financial aid committee. 
care of, but we didn't specifica]ly Saying that he does not anticipate 
ask for law students . . . We . serious problems for students 
thought we made a good case for whose awards are delayed, 
medical and dental students, too," Stillwell pointed out that 
he said. A fee-waiver program is SUNYAB students have always 
currently being worked out to been allowed until _the end of the 
help medical and dental students sem.1,1ter to pay their tuition bills, 
meet their tuition exPenses, he · and...,1hat policy will continue fall 
said. semester. 
Th.e initial problem with the Among the _possibl e 
new S UST A, accordihg to alternatives for. distributing the 
Stillwell, is determining who fun·ds, Stillwell said, are allocation 
meet( the basic Criteria. Under of the awards on a full tuition 
both SUS and SUS:r A law basis to everyone who qualifies 
students el igible for the fall for full TAP for the first semester 
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) "and then seeing how far it will 
award of $600 make up the pool carry us," allocation on a 
of eligibles for additional aid. But percentage basis, or use of 
.a hold-up in process ing ~f TAP information in the financial aid 
applications in Albany may delay office's fil_e1 .,to choose the · 
disbursement of SUSTA funds' J1eediest students. 
until late in the semester, Stillwell \ 
said, Any further limitations on Stillwell said he wou ld notify 
who will get the money o r hOw Opinion' Of new developments as 
much aid each student will get is they occur . 
Faculty di~m;ier,its freshmen 
First year studel,ts go t 
acq11ofn ted with facul ty 
heavies Sunday at o touch 
football game held on the 
Amherst cumf!JJJ. P,tof. 
Ron Allen said the score 
wos 22-0 for the foculry, 
whose team ins/.pded Dean 
n1omos Heodricfe, and 
Professors Dannye Holley, 
Richard Bell, Marlin 
Lybecker, Robert Teis 
and Allen. 
Speci~l admissions from p. ,7 
They are told about special go beyond those students with 
programs that used to exist or high LSA T scores who can get 
about tutoring - possibilities that into larger, more prest igiou$ law 
never materialize." , schools. 
Perhaps the major complaint 11 These students won't come to ' 
against the previous admission UB," he said. "The administration 
policy, was this lack of tutorial . should lower its sights to people 
assistance. Both Pearce and who will actually come to UB, not 
McCully noted that SUNY at only accepting people who would 
Buffalo Law School did actually get in anyway.'' 
recruit minorities and· other McCulley remarked that U B 
discretionary students, but once should also make more of an 
admitted,... these s.tudents found no effort to recruit local 
dynamic program to help keep undergraduate minorities, 11 people 
them in school. who are from Buffalo, and wil l 
"By admitling these students, stay and practice law in Buffalo." 
the ,administration seemed to As of Jato June, 34 
think they were providing the big discretionary stu_slents were 
chance to beGeme an attorney," accepted into the lnnovaied 
Pearce· commented. 11 Well, program and 23 of these indicated 
admission isn't enough, especially they would start classes. 
for minority students. 11 Jose Sosa of tho Puorto Rican 
Pearce al90 said that since Law Student. \Association also 
SUNY al Buffa.lo is the only_ assisted In the development of the 
state-run liw school, recruiting program. He could not.be reached
.!"4 ~tina minorities 5hould for commenl.4 , 1,_... 
The , library made major 
cancellations · in June, Nov~mber 
and December of the last school 
) year, when supplementary funds 
t!)at the librarian had hoped for 
(ailed to come through because of 
the state government's poor 
financial picture. · 
The uow Library. has been able 
to reorder materials no.w ,because 
the new bud1et for this school 
year came through in May. The 
uquisltlons b&UIJet is$120,101. 
That ls-up $16,000 from last year, 
,ualnly for Inflation. "We hope to 
be able to better live within the 
· biid11t with iDfflll things 
OPINION 
SUS from p. l 
Lorenzetti that students will get 
at least $1450each per year. 
· Financial aid officials locally 
and in Albany have said they were 
surprised by the restoration of 
funi:ls . for law students with no 
similar action for medical or 
dental students. "Apparently it 
was because of effective work by 
the law students that the 
legislature put it through," said 
Martin Lefkowitz, coordinator of 
financial aid services at SUN'( 
Central in Albany. 
An ad hoc student committee, 
with the support of the Student 
Bar Association sent 40 students 
to Albany by bus in mid-April to 
urge legislators to vote for 
restoration of the SUS programJ 
afte r it was cut from the budget in 
response to the ·state's fiscal crtlis. 
Arguing that loss of the 
scholarships would effectively 
deny a legal education to lower 
anl middle-class students, the 
committee also organized a 
letter-writing campaign and a 
demonstration in downtown 
Buffalo to garner supr.ort for the 
~:,~~~1t:~ts withi.n~ the · legal . 
_The special treatment for law 
studen ts "was no t on · the 
•~commendation of I SUNY 
Central that I know of," 
positions" be.fame vacant in the 
library. Documents Librarian 
Barbar.a Goldberg resigned. Wendy 
Roberts' intern line expi red with 
her graduation from library school 
and David Johnson, a shelver, 
received a promotional transfer. 
However, those vacancies were 
filled in part by the transfer of 
Karen Smith from documents in 
Lock.:.ood Library --io the 
documents department here, and 
by the splilting of librar ian 
William Borodacz's time between 
Lockw0od, where he is curator of 
the Polish Collection, and lhe Law -
Library, where , he became a 
cataloger: The library also has 
been given permission- to recruit 
through civil service for a shelver, 
Jepson said. 
· Ch anges in library staff 
positions cause a certain amount 
of work s lowdown during 
training, Jepson said. Vacancies in 
the staff also slow down such 
projects as revising the Kardcx, 
and reclassifying and cataloging 
the collect ion. " We just canno t do 
